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Abstract
For the European x-ray free electron laser (XFEL) a split-and-delay unit (SDU) based on geo-
metrical wavefront beam splitting and multilayer mirrors is built which covers the range of photon
energies from 5 keV up to 20 keV. Maximum delays between ∆τ ± 2.5 ps at hν=20 keV and up
to ∆τ ± 23 ps at hν=5keV will be possible. Time-dependent wave-optics simulations have been
performed by means of Synchrotron Radiation Workshop (SRW) software for XFEL pulses at
hν=5keV. The XFEL radiation was simulated using results of time-dependent simulations apply-
ing the SASE code FAST. Main features of the optical layout, including diffraction on the beam
splitter edge and optics imperfections measured with a NOM slope measuring profiler were taken
into account. The impact of these effects on the characterization of the temporal properties of
XFEL pulses are analyzed. An approach based on Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) allows for
the evaluation of the temporal coherence despite of large wavefront distortions caused by the optics
imperfections. In this way, the fringes resulting from time-dependent two-beam interference can
be filtered and evaluated yielding a coherence time of τc=0.187 fs (HWHM) for real, non-perfect
mirrors, while for ideal mirrors a coherence time of τc=0.191 fs (HWHM) is expected.
PACS numbers: 41.60.Cr, 42.25.Kb, 41.50.+h, 07.85.Fv,
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I. INTRODUCTION
Among the light sources available in the hard x-ray regime free-electron laser (FEL) ra-
diation generated by self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) provides widely tunable
ultrashort light pulses with unprecedented pulse energies, coherence properties and a well-
defined wavefront. Besides the already operating LCLS at the SLAC National Accelerator
Laboratory (USA) [1] and SACLA in Japan [2] the European XFEL is now under construc-
tion in Hamburg (Germany). With electron bunches accelerated to energies of up to 17.5
GeV the machine will provide photon energies between hν=3keV and hν=24 keV at the
undulator sources SASE1 and SASE2. Pulse energies of presumably Epulse ≈ 2mJ and a
pulse duration on the order of a few femtoseconds up to a few hundred femtoseconds [3] are
expected. In the burst mode very high repetition rates of 2700 pulses at 4.5 MHz per burst
at a repetition rate of 10 Hz will be possible, due to superconducting accelerators.
One of the most outstanding features of SASE radiation is the high degree of temporal and
spatial coherence compared to synchrotron radiation, the other widely tunable source of hard
x-ray radiation. In combination with the sub-nanometer wavelengths single-shot diffraction
imaging of nano scale objects will be possible [4]. Two correlated pulses, separated in the
femtosecond regime enable sequential diffractive imaging [5] and pave the way towards the
recording of a molecular movie with sub-atomic resolution. However, in particular the tem-
poral coherence of the pulses of a SASE FEL is not as perfect as that of the radiation of
conventional lasers. Consequently, a measurement of the temporal coherence properties is
mandatory not only for evaluating the results of diffractive imaging experiments but also
for an understanding and optimization of the SASE process. Thus, in recent years great
effort has been devoted to the investigation of the coherence properties of free electron lasers
[6–9]. A measurement of the temporal properties of the FEL pulses, like temporal coherence
and pulse duration [10], can be performed by using two jitter-free pulse replica that can be
temporally delayed with respect to each other. These replica can be generated in a split-
and-delay unit (SDU) by geometric wavefront beam splitting. Two SDUs of this kind are
now operational in XUV and soft x-ray spectral regime at beamlines BL2 [11] and PG2 [12]
at FLASH. An SDU for photon energies of 500 eV<hν<2000 eV is available at the AMO
beamline at the LCLS [13]. As opposed to a classical Michelson interferometer that makes
use of an amplitude beamsplitter, the coherence properties are measured by overlapping
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two different points r1 and r2 of the beam if a wavefront beamsplitter is utilized. Thus, as
disscussed in ref. [8], a measurement of the temporal coherence is always influenced by the
spatial coherence properties of the FEL. This influence is negligible if the points r1 and r2 are
close to each other. Recently, a Michelson interferometer for XUV-radiation at λ=13.5 nm
has been developed that uses a thin multilayer amplitude beamsplitter [14]. With this de-
vice the temporal coherence properties of an FEL can be measured without being influenced
by a finite spatial coherence. However, due to the utilization of multilayers only a single
wavelength can be transmitted. Another approach to generate two pulse replica in the hard
x-ray regime is the use of perfect crystals in Bragg- and Laue-geometry, which has been
realized in the SDUs presented in refs. [15, 16]. However, due to the spectral selectivity
of such crystals the spectra of the FEL pulses are monochromatized and consequently the
coherence properties are enhanced. This is desired for some experiments but a measurement
of the original coherence properties of the FEL pulses is not possible with these devices.
Besides a characterization of the FEL pulse properties the most essential application of SDUs
is their employment for jitter-free pump/probe experiments. Particularly, with the SDU at
beamline BL2 at FLASH using XUV pump-probe spectroscopy the ionization dynamics in
expanding clusters [17] and the ultrafast heating of dense cryogenic hydrogen [18] has been
investigated.
The conservation of the properties of the FEL pulses is one of the most demanding challenges
in the design of x-ray beamlines and instrumentation components [19, 20]. In particular, it
is indispensible to minimize the wavefront distortions caused by mirror imperfections such
as slope and height errors. Especially in the hard x-ray regime such wavefront distortions
are of importance because the magnitude of the polishing errors approaches the scale of the
wavelengths as
∆w = 2∆h · sin θ (1)
where ∆h is the residual surface height error and θ is the grazing incidence angle. The level
of wavefront disturbances that can be tolerated also depends on optics layout (distances from
the optics to the source and the experiment). The longer the distance to the experiment
is, the wider is the spatial frequency range resulting in speckle-like wavefront distortions
[19, 21]. The first 800mm long offset mirror of the SASE 2 beamline with ∆h=2nm is lo-
cated at about 300 m from the source and 600 m from the experiment. The mirrors in XFEL
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beamlines are irradiated at grazing incidence angles accounting to θ=3.6mrad= 0.21◦ at
hν=5keV, which corresponds to a wavelength of λ ≈ 0.25 nm. The wavefront distortion
caused by the offset mirror accounts to ∆w=0.056λ and the relevant spatial wavelengths
of the surface profile range from 0.5mm to 200mm.
The novel hard x-ray SDU will be integrated in the the SASE 2 undulator beamline and
thus will enable temporaly resolved investigations at the high energy density (HED) experi-
ment [22, 23]. Foremost, it will enable time-resolved x-ray pump / x-ray probe experiments
[17, 18] as well as sequential diffractive imaging [5] on a femtosecond to picosecond time
scale. Another important purpose of this instrument will be a measurement of the temporal
coherence properties of hard x-ray pulses of the SASE 2 undulator by means of a linear
autocorrelation [8]. In an SDU much steeper reflecting angles, on the order of 10mrad to
70mrad, are necessary to provide the experiment with a sufficient delay in the picosecond
range. In the hard x-ray regime single layer coatings do not show a sufficient reflectance
for such steep angles. Therefore, Mo/B4C, Ni/B4C and W/B4C multilayer Bragg coatings
that cover the photon energy range from hν = 5 keV to 20 keV are applied to the Si sub-
strates. The wavefront beamsplitter in the SDU will then be irradiated at a Bragg angle
of θ=64mrad= 3.6◦ for a wavelength of λ = 0.25 nm. The distance to the experiment is
z= 130m. The shorter distances from the mirror to the experiment and the steeper incident
angle reduce the relevant spatial frequency range that allows to tolerate surface height er-
rors despite of larger local absolute wavefront distortions scaled with sin θ. In this study the
influence of these inevitable wavefront distortions and a possible approach to handle them
is discussed. The simulation of the propagation of the hard x-ray SASE pulses through the
SDU is performed by means of Synchrotron Radiation Workshop (SRW) software [24, 25]
and Wave Propagator (WPG) framework [26]. As input XFEL radiation obtained from
results of time-dependent simulations with the SASE code FAST [27] is used.
II. DESIGN OF THE HARD X-RAY SDU
The optical layout of the SDU for the HED experiment at the SASE 2 undulator of
the European XFEL is based on a point symmetric optical concept and geometrical wave-
front beam splitting. Multilayer Bragg coatings of Mo/B4C, Ni/B4C and W/B4C permit
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larger grazing angles between θ=64mrad= 3.6◦ at hν=5keV and θ=10mrad= 0.57◦ at
hν=20 keV. The optical pathway is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The XFEL beam enters
FIG. 1: The optical layout of the SDU for the HED experiement at the SASE 2 undulator of the
European XFEL
the SDU from the left side and is reflected by the first mirror (S1) into the direction of
the beam splitter (BS). The green part of the beam is reflected into the upper delay path
while the orange part passes the sharp edge of BS into the lower delay path. A path length
difference and consequently a temporal delay of one beam path with respect to the other
can be introduced by moving the mirrors D1/D2 or U1/U2 along the split beam directions.
After the orange beam has passed the lower delay line it is reflected by the recombination
mirror (RC) into the direction of the last mirror (S8). The green beam passes the sharp edge
of the recombination mirror unaffected. The last mirror (S8) reflects both beams into their
original direction towards the experiment. The beam shape of both arms is rotated by 180◦
due to the odd number of reflections. For pump/probe experiments both beams have to be
overlapped which can be achieved by slightly rotating the recombination mirror, RC. After
passing the SDU the intense central parts, which are contiguous in the original beam, are dis-
tant due to the rotation of both partial beams by 180◦. For some experiments it is desirable
to overlap these parts at an angle φ as small as possible. In particular, for a measurement
of the temporal coherence the width of the interference fringes depends on the overlap angle
of both partial beams (compare Eq. 6). In order to resolve these fringes on a detector with
a sufficient spatial resolution the angle φ has to be kept small. For this purpose the vertical
position y of RC is adjustable. When RC is moved vertically closer to the optical axis the
less intense parts of both beams are cut at the edge of RC and the more intense central parts
of the original beam move closer to each other. Consequently, for the partial beam in the
lower branch the size of the footprint on the recombination mirror depends on the position
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of RC. If RC is aligned such that a vertical fraction dy of the beam can pass the footprint on
the mirror will be l = dy/sinθ. Though BS will reflect the full upper partial beam the less
intense part also of this beam will be cut by the edge of RC. Thus, the effective footprint on
BS that is relevant for the simulations is the same as for RC. The Bragg mirrors reflect at a
given angle only a certain phonton energy, and therefore they have to be rotated for optimal
reflection when tuning the FEL. In order to transmit a wide photon energy range three dif-
ferent multilayer systems are coated on the mirror substrates beside each other. For photon
energies between 5 keV<hν<10 keV Ni/B4C coatings with a multilayer period of d=4 nm
will be applied on all mirrors except for BS and RC. These two mirrors have to be irradiated
at Bragg angles twice as large as the other mirrors. Here W/B4C coatings with a period
of d=1.96 nm are used, because Ni/B4C coatings with a period below d=3nm cannot be
manufactured due to interdiffusion processes between the layers. For photon energies above
hν=10 keV Mo/B4C multilayers with a period of d=3.2 nm are used. Since for multilayers
the grazing angle depends on the wavelength, the mirrors and consequently the whole beam
path have to be adjusted for different photon energies. Hence, the maximum possible delay
will vary as a function of the photon energy between ∆ t = ±2.5 ps at hν=20 keV and up
to ∆ t = ±23 ps at hν=5keV. The selection of a specific mirror coating is facilitated by
moving the whole set-up horizontally in x-direction perpendicular to the XFEL beam. In
addition, two color experiments will be possible employing the fundamental and the third
harmonic radiation. Therefore, a third coating is applied on the mirrors S1 and S8 because
these two mirrors will have to reflect both photon energies at the same Bragg angle. Since
this is not possible with a single multilayer coating, a novel two-color multilayer Bragg mir-
ror has been developed [28]. This mirror consists of a Si substrate that is coated with two
different types of multilayer systems, n = 120 Mo/B4C layers with a periodicity of d = 3.2
nm directly on the substrate and n = 4 Ni/B4C layers with a periodicity of d = 11.85 nm on
top. Fundamental radiation with photon energies between 5 keV and 6.7 keV is reflected by
the Ni/B4C multilayer system while the third harmonic (15 keV < hν < 20 keV) traverses
this system and is reflected by the Mo/B4C multilayers.
An important issue for all optics exposed to the intense x-ray beam of the European XFEL
is the risk of single shot damage. The damage thresholds found by theoretical calculations
[29] as well as experimental results [30] for different types of multilayers are higher by more




The quality of optical elements is one of the critical topics in the design of hard X-ray
beamlines and instrumentation. These optics can be described by their deviation from ideal
shape at different spatial frequencies. Usually one distinguishes between the figure error,
the low spatial error part ranging from aperture length to 1mm frequencies often described
as slope error and the mid- and high spatial roughness part from 1mm to 1µm and from
1µm to some 10 nm, respectively. While the slope error is contributing to aberation effects,
the mid- and high spatial roughness causes small and wide angle scatter. For the topics
discussed in this paper particularly the knowledge of the mirror profiles is required in order
to evaluate the impact of figure deviations on the wave front of the XFEL pulse. For this
purpose the mirrors were inspected by use of the Nanometer Optic component measuring
Machine (NOM) [31] at the BESSY-II metrology laboratory at HZB in Berlin. The NOM
allows a precise measurement of such optics by use of slope measuring deflectometry with
sub-nm precision [32] and a spatial resolution of 1.7mm up to a length of 1200mm [33]. Data
acquired with the NOM provides an essential input for subsequent optimization technologies
such as ion beam figuring (IBF) and for the simulations presented in this paper.
Figure 2 exemplarily shows three of these mirror profiles measured along the center line
along the x=30mm broad substrates. With a peak-to-valley (pv) error of only ∆h=4nm
mirror 1 (green line) is well suited for an application in the SDU. In comparison the surface
profile of mirror 2 (red, dashed line) shows a sine like profile and a height error accounting
to ∆h=9.5 nm. This mirror was used for the simulations presented in this paper. In the
configuration that was simulated the footprint of the beam irradiates an l=24mm long area
on the mirror. For the simulation of BS and RC the first z= 2mm to z=26mm of mirror
2 and the last z= 166mm to z=190mm, respectively have been used. The height error is
∆h=4.7 nm (pv) in both cases. For mirror 3 (blue, dash-dotted line) the peak-to-valley
error amounts to ∆h=15 nm.
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FIG. 2: The height profile of three mirrors: mirror 1 (green line) ∆h=4nm pv; mirror 2 (red,
dashed line) ∆h=9.5 nm pv; mirror 3 (blue, dash-dotted line) ∆h=15 nm pv.
IV. METHODS
The example of a measurement of the temporal coherence properties by means of the SDU
descriptively shows the necessity of a heigh-accuracy wavefront propagation software. The
SRW software based on a Fourier optics approach and WPG framework provides a powerful
tool for this demanding purpose [24, 25]. It offers a comprehensive and extendable toolbox
that is capable of solving a wide range of XFEL optics problems. The software takes into
account optics imperfections and allows modelling essential optical elements such as grazing
incidence plane and focussing mirrors, gratings and compound refractive lenses. For the
evaluation of the optical performance of the SDU mirrors a Python script that incorporates
SRW and WPG library was written. This script uses as input a simulated XFEL pulse that
is obtained from performed time-dependent simulations applying the SASE code FAST [27].
A. Coherence of optical fields
Coherence is one of the most outstanding features of FEL radiation. It can be well de-
scribed in terms of statistical optics [34, 35]. The spatio-temporal coherence can be measured
by means of an SDU. For this purpose the partial beams are overlapped on an imaging de-
tector and the interference fringes are recorded for different delays τ between the two beams.
The complex degree of the mutual coherence γ12(τ) is given as the normalized mutual co-
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herence function Γ(r1, r2, τ) that is defined by the correlations of an electromagnetic wave
field E(r, t). Γ(r1, r2, τ) is described by the correlation function of the wave field E(r, t) at
two positions r1 and r2 at two different times t and (t + τ) [34]:
Γ(r1, r2, τ) = 〈E(r1, t)E∗(r2, t+ τ)〉 (2)
A direct and easily realizable way to gain information about the absolute value of the
normalized correlation function
|γ12(τ)| =
∣∣∣∣∣ Γ(r1, r2, τ)√Γ(r1, r1, 0)Γ(r2, r2, 0)
∣∣∣∣∣ (3)
is calculating the visibility V of the interference fringes of two interfering partial beams. This







I1I2/(I1 + I2)}, (4)
where I1 and I2 denote intensities of the interfering partial beams and Imax and Imin are the
maximum and minimum intensities of the interference fringes. The intensity on the detector
at a position yd is given by
I(yd, τ) = [I1(yd) + I2(yd)] + 2
√
I1(yd)I2(yd)|γ12(τ)| cos [kφyd + α12(τ)] (5)
where I1,2(yd) = 〈E21,2(yd, t)〉, k is the wavenumber and γ12(τ) is the complex degree of co-
herence, and α12(τ) is the phase of the complex degree of coherence. The first term accounts
for the intensities of the two partial beams. The second term introduces a modulation via
the cosine function. Here kφyd accounts for the slightly different angle of incidence |φ| of
the second beam that is necessary to overlap both beams. For a partially coherent light
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source the complex degree of coherence γ12(τ) decreases with increasing time delay τ . If the
detector is arranged in a distance z from the SDU and the beams are overlapped on the





on the detector with φ = yd/z. The temporal coherence can be described by |γ12(τ)| as a
function of τ for fixed points r1 and r2. The coherence time τc is defined differently in the
literature. It can be defined as the half width at half maximum [HWHM] or as the width
at a value of 1/e of the maximum of a Gaussian function fitted to |γ12(τ)|. A more general





For a Gaussian funtion this yields τc,rms ≈ 0.85τc. However, a calculation of the visibility
is only suitable if solely time-dependent two-beam interference is the origin of the fringes.
Additional well-defined fringes that may occur for instance from diffraction at edge of the
beam splitter can still be tolerated in most cases. In contrast, wavefront distortions caused
by imperfect mirrors are capable of provoking fully modulated arbitrary disturbances of the
intensity distribution on the detector. In this case an accurate determination of the temporal
coherence properties by calculating the visibility of the fringes is difficult. Therefore, a
different approach has to be applied. First, the interference pattern that is measured on the
detector is Fourier transformed. According to [9, 36] the Fourier transform is connected to
the complex coherence function γ12(τ) via
I˜(f) = 2I˜1(f) ∗ {δ(f) + 1
2
|γ12(τ)|[δ(f + fs)e−iα12(τ) + δ(f − fs)eiα12(τ)]} (8)
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where I˜(f) denotes the Fourier transform of I(yd), δ is the dirac delta function, ∗ is the
convolution operator, fs is the spatial frequency of the interference fringes. The signal orig-
inating from time-dependent two-beam interference then occurs at this well-defined spatial
frequency determined by ∆yd/λz, see Eq. (5) and (6). The signal decreases for increasing
temporal delays, while the signal caused by wavefront distortions is spread arbitrarily and
stays constant for large delays. By normalizing the signal of the Fourier transform I˜(f) for
different delays τ to the signal at zero delay the coherence time τc can be determined.
B. Computational methods
This section briefly summarizes the description that is presented in reference [24] about
the Fourier optics approach applied in SRW software.
The complex electric field E(r, t) in the time domain is connected to the field E(r, ω) in the











E(r, ω) e−iωtdω. (9b)
For small emission and observation angles the propagation of the transverse components in
the frequency domain from a point r1 towards a point r2 can be described in terms of the
Huygens-Fresnel principle by an integration over the plane Σ1 perpendicular to the z-axis





|r2 − r1| dΣ1. (10)
If the plane Σ1 is perpendicular to the z-axis, and r2 belongs to another plane Σ2 located at
a distance ∆z from Σ1, then equation (10) is a convolution integral with dΣ = dx1dy1 and
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|r2 − r1| = [∆z2 + (x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2]1/2. This can be numerically solved by means of
a 2D FFT.
To increase the numerical efficiency of the calculation without a loss of accuracy (in the
small-angle approximation) the square root can be approximated by the first terms of its
Taylor series decomposition in the exponent argument and by δz outside the exponent.
This allows for applying an analytical treatment of the quadratic phase term, resulting in
a considerable reduction of the electric field sampling rate required for the numerical FFT-
based processing. Furthermore, a set of 2D FFTs for different frequency (photon energy)
values can be performed "in place" for one flat array of the complex electric field data
sampled vs the photon energy, horizontal and vertical position. Such efficient algorithm,
which was implemented in SRW code, allows for performing simulation of propagation of
a FEL pulse described by gigabytes of the electric field data through a complicated optical
system within a time interval ranging from several minutes to half an hour even on one
CPU.
V. TIME-DEPENDENT WAVEFRONT PROPAGATION
The wavefront propagation simulations were carried out for a photon energy of hν =
4.96 keV. As starting conditions the output of the FEL simulation code FAST applied to
the operation conditions of the XFEL accelerator at EBunch=14GeV and the properties
of the SASE 2 undulator was used. The charge of the electron bunches in this simula-
tion was Q = 100 pC. In this way, saturated SASE pulses with an angular divergence of
Θ = 3.87µrad (FWHM) are generated. After leaving the undulator the beam propagates
towards the SDU which will be located 846 m behind the undulator. Here the beam diameter
is d=3.27mm (FWHM). At BS the beam is split into two partial beams that are delayed
with respect to each other. The vertical position y of RC is aligned to accept dy =1.5mm of
the partial beam from the lower delay branch (orange in Fig. 1). Thus, also the other partial
beam is cut by the edge of RC such that dy =1.5mm will pass. Consequently only the first
l = dy/ sin(3.6
◦) = 24mm of the mirror profile are irradiated. The peak-to-valley height
error within this footprint amounts to ∆h = 4.7 nm. The two partial beams then propagate
130 m before they irradiate the detector or interact with a sample in the experimental area.
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Since BS and RC reflect the beam at a Bragg angle that is twice as large compared to
the delay mirrors the contribution of BS and RC to the total wavefront distortion will be
dominant according to Eq. 1. Thus, for this study only BS and RC are taken into account.
In this case the metrology data of mirror 2 was used. Figure 3a shows for zero delay the
temporal shape of the FEL pulse (∆ t ≈ 10 fs) with its typical spikes that originate from the
statistical behavior of the SASE process [37]. Applying a splitting ratio of 1:1 Figs. 3(b,c)
show the temporal profile of the FEL pulses behind the SDU for two delays ∆τ = 0.21 fs
and ∆τ = 13 fs. In the latter case the split pulses are clearly separated. Figure 4 shows the
spectrum of the SASE pulse used for the simulation with a spectral width of ∆E ≈ 5 eV.
Also in the spectrum the typical spikes of SASE pulses are apparent. Figure 5(a) shows the
beam profile of the two separated beams for ideal flat mirrors in the SDU. As mentioned
before the wavefront distortion caused by offset beamline mirror is significantly smaller than
the distortion caused by the mirrors in the SDU. Therefore it is not taken into account for
the simulation. Here only fringes from diffraction at the edges of the beam splitter (BS)
and recombination mirror (RC) are apparent. In comparison, Fig. 5(b) shows the same
case for mirrors with a peak-to-valley error of up to ∆h=4.7 nm within the footprint that
is irradiated by the beam. For this simulation the profile of mirror 2 as shown in Fig. 2
was used. It is evident that the distortions of the wavefront introduced by the mirror cause
considerable perturbations of the fringe pattern.
For a measurement of the temporal coherence the partial beams have to be overlapped in
order to generate an interference pattern that can be evaluated for different delays. Figure
6 shows this configuration for zero delay, again for ideal flat mirrors (a) and for mirrors with
∆h=4.7 nm (b). In the central area they are overlapping each other by ∆yd=0.75mm at
an angle of φ=5.8 µrad which corresponds to 23% of the beam profile in vertical direction
as it is incident on the detector. For a better visualization of the modulation a vertical cut
through the interference pattern that is shown in Fig. 6 at x=0 is depicted in Fig. 7(a). Due
to the ideal mirror surfaces the modulation is perfectly symmetric. In the areas where the
beams do not overlap interference fringes from diffraction at the edge of the beam splitter
appear. At τ = 0 fs the interference pattern is almost fully modulated in the region where
the beams overlap. The spatial frequency of the fringes amounts to f= 23 periods/mm as
it is expected from Eq. 6. A visibility of V=0.96 is calculated using equation (4). When
the delay τ between both beams is increased, the modulation of the interference fringes first
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FIG. 3: The temporal shape of the FEL pulse at hν = 4.96 keV for (a) zero delay, (b) τ =0.21 fs
and (c) τ =13 fs where the split pulses are clearly separated.
decreases and for large delays eventually completely vanishes. Accordingly, for a delay of
∆τ =0.21 fs the visibility decreases to V=0.41, Fig. 7(b). In Fig. 7(c), where the delay
between both beams has been increased to τ =13 fs the fringes from time-dependent two-
beam interference completely vanish and only fringes from diffraction at the mirror edges
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FIG. 4: The spectrum of the FEL pulse that was used for the wavefront propagation simulation
FIG. 5: The XFEL beam on the imaging detector at z = 976m split by the SDU containing ideal
flat mirrors (a) and mirrors with the height profile of mirror 2.
are apparent.
For non-perfect mirrors the situation looks very different, as it is obvious from Fig. 8. For
zero delay again strong modulations appear. The interference pattern, however, is no longer
symmetric with respect to the beam profile (Fig. 8(a)). A visibility of V ≈ 0.91 can still be
derived. Further a decrease of the modulation depth can clearly be noticed for larger delays
of 0.21 fs and 13 fs (Fig. 8(b,c)), as expected. However, considerable perturbations of the in-
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FIG. 6: Both half beams overlapping each other by ∆yd=0.75mm for ideal flat mirrors (a) and for
mirrors with ∆h=4.7 nm within the footprint of the beam(b)
terference pattern by the wavefront distortions impede a direct evaluation of the visibility via
Eq. (4). The high-frequency fringes which result from time-dependent two-beam interference
appear at a fixed spatial frequency on the imaging detector. Therefore, their contribution
to the entire pattern can be separated by means of a fast Fourier transform (FFT)[7, 9].
Figure 9 shows the FT of the interference patterns for both cases, ideal mirrors Fig. 9(a)
and non-perfect mirrors Fig. 9(b). It it obvious from Fig. 9(a) that the fringes caused by
diffraction at the edges of the BS and RC contribute to the FT signal mainly at low spatial
frequencies below 10 periods/mm. The two-beam interference maximum appears at a spatial
frequency of f= 23.3 periods/mm as it is expected according to Eq. 6 from the geometrical
parameters, with an overlap of ∆yd=0.75mm at an angle of φ=5.8 µrad, compare Eq. 6.
The FT signal is normalized to this maximum at zero delay (red line). When the delay is set
to τ =0.21 fs (green line) the FT signal for ideal mirrors decreases to V=0.43 which is in a
good agreement with the evaluation of the visibility via Eq. 4. For a delay of τ =13 fs (blue
line) the visibility is still V=0.03. Figure 9(b) shows the FT of the interference pattern for
the SDU equiped with real, non-perfect mirrors. Due to the significant wavefront distor-
tions the peaks are not perfectly symmetric. They are shifted somewhat to higher spatial
frequencies with a maximum at f= 25.1 periods/mm. This higher modulation frequency can
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FIG. 7: Vertical cuts through the interference patterns for ideal flat mirrors for zero delay(a)for
τ =0.21 fs (b) and for τ =13 fs (c)
be explained by a slightly focussing characteristic of the mirror profile within the irradiated
area. It is obvious that the peaks are not perfectly symmetric. Thus, for the evaluation of
the temporal coherence it is not possible to just use the values of the maxima, instead the
peak is integrated within the area marked by red lines in Fig. 9(b).
The result of a simulated measurement of the temporal coherence of the hard x-ray pulses
is shown in Fig. 10 for both, ideal mirrors indicated by red dots and non-perfect mirrors
indicated by blue triangles. In general, the results show the typical characteristics of the
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FIG. 8: Vertical cuts through the interference patterns for non-perfect mirrors for zero delay(a)for
τ =0.21 fs (b) and for τ =13 fs (c)
temporal coherence properties of SASE pulses. A narrow peak that can be approximated
with a Gaussian function assuming a constant background of V =0.2 appears on short time
scales of -0.3 fs≤ τ ≤ 0.3 fs. This can be explained by the coherence time of a single mode
of the SASE pulse, which in this simulation amounts to τc=0.243 fs. At τ =0.6 fs there
appears a secondary peak which can be explained by a phase-locked interference of subse-
quent temporal modes within the pulse. This behavior has experimentally been observed
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FIG. 9: Normalized FT for ideal mirrors (a) and for non-perfect mirrors (b). The red vertikal lines
in Fig. (b) mark the area that is integrated in order to evaluate the temporal coherence.
in similar measurements in the XUV spectral regime at FLASH at hν=52 eV [6]. In other
experiments at FLASH this secondary peak did not appear at a fixed position, but a gradual
decay of the visibility on a longer timescale has been reported in all cases [7–9].
It is obvious from Fig. 10 that for long delays even at τ =13 fs the measurement is dis-
turbed by the interferences that are caused by wavefront distortions and by diffraction. At
the spatial frequencies in question the contribution of the perturbation fringes still yields a
visibility of V=0.06. In comparison, for perfect mirrors the fringes caused by diffraction at
the edges of the beam splitter and recombination mirror yield a visibility of only V=0.03.
It should be noted that the peaks can also shift to lower spatial frequencies when a defo-
cussing mirror profile occurs. In that the contribution from the background will increase,
resulting in a seemingly increase of the visibility at large delays. However, this shift can be
compensated by increasing the overlap yd which results in a higher spatial frequency of the
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FIG. 10: A measurement of the temporal coherence properties of XFEL pulses for ideal mirrors
(red dots) and real, non perfect mirrors (blue triangles). The inset shows the magnified central
peak with fitted Gaussian functions yielding a coherence time of τc=0.191 fs (HWHM) for perfect
mirrors (red) τc,HWHM =0.187 fs (HWHM) for real, non-perfect mirrors (blue).
interference fringes according to Eq. 6. The main goal of such an experiment is to find a
reliable value for the coherence time. The inset of Fig. 10 shows the magnified central peak
with approximated Gaussian functions which yield coherence times of τc=0.191 fs (HWHM)
for perfect mirrors (red) and τc=0.187 fs (HWHM) for real, non-perfect mirrors (blue), re-
spectively. Accordingly, the systematical error caused by the wavefront distortions amounts
to only ∆τc = 4 · 10−3 fs (HWHM) which corresponds to only 2.1%. In comparison, the
uncertainty of the coherence time that is caused by shot-to-shot fluctuations of the SASE
pulses is typically much higher. For instance, in the measurements presented in reference [8]
the statistical uncertainty of the coherence time was typically 8% to 17% for wavelengths
between λ=8nm (hν=155 eV) and λ=32nm (hν=39 eV). Hence, the novel hard x-ray
SDU will enable a reliable experimental evaluation of the temporal coherence properties of
the hard x-ray pulses generated by the European XFEL, even with wavefront distorting
mirrors with a peak-to-valley height difference of ∆h=4.7 nm within the area that is irradi-
ated by the footprint of the XFEL beam. It should be noted that the simulated interference
patterns represent single pulses of the European XFEL. Angular vibrations of the mirrors on
the order of 20 nrad to 100 nrad would wash out the the high spatial frequency components
of the interferences on the detector for subsequent pulses. However, the European XFEL
with it superconducting accelerator is capable of delivering pulse trains of up to 2700 pulses
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withing a 600µs burst. Within this very short time the vibrating motion of the mirrors is
too low to affect the experiment. Thus, it will be possible to integrate over the hard x-ray
pulse train and determine their average temporal coherence properties.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper a detailed simulation of the influence of non-perfect mirrors on a measure-
ment of the temporal coherence properties of hard x-ray pulses at hν=5keV generated by
the European XFEL is presented. The time-dependent wavefront propagation simulation
has been performed using SRW software [24, 25]. In this regard the software has proven
to be a powerfull tool for this kind of simulations. Wavefront distortions caused by non-
perfect mirrors lead to considerable perturbations of the interference patterns. However, the
relevant fringes resulting from time-dependent two-beam interference can be filtered and
evaluated by means of a Fourier transformation based technique. In this way coherence
times of τc=0.187 fs (HWHM) and τc=0.191 fs (HWHM) for found for real non-perfect and
for ideal mirrors, respectively. The systematic error of the measurement of 2.1% can be
tolerated since the shot-to-shot fluctuations of the temporal coherence of the SASE pulses
are considerably larger.
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